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ABSTRACT
Recent integral field spectroscopic (IFS) surveys have revealed radial gradients in
the optical spectral indices of post-starburst galaxies, which can be used to constrain
their formation histories. We study the spectral indices of post-processed mock IFS
datacubes of binary merger simulations, carefully matched to the properties of the
MaNGA IFS survey, with a variety of black hole feedback models, progenitor galax-
ies, orbits and mass ratios. Based on our simulation sample, we find that only major
mergers on prograde-prograde or retrograde-prograde orbits in combination with a
mechanical black hole feedback model can form galaxies with weak enough ongoing
star formation, and therefore absent Hα emission, to be selected by traditional PSB se-
lection methods. We find strong fluctuations in nebular emission line strengths, even
within the PSB phase, suggesting that Hα selected PSBs are only a subsample of
the underlying population. The global PSB population can be more robustly identi-
fied using stellar continuum-based approaches. The difficulty in reproducing the very
young PSBs in simulations potentially indicates that new sub-resolution star forma-
tion recipes are required to properly model the process of star formation quenching.
In our simulations, we find that the starburst peaks at the same time at all radii, but
is stronger and more prolonged in the inner regions. This results in a strong time evo-
lution in the radial gradients of the spectral indices which can be used to estimate the
age of the starburst without reliance on detailed star formation histories from spectral
synthesis models.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: interactions – galaxies: stellar content –
galaxies: star formation
1 INTRODUCTION
The galaxy population in the local Universe shows a clear
bimodality in the colour-magnitude diagram (Baldry et al.
2004; Jin et al. 2014). The majority of massive galaxies fall
into two distinct groups: the “blue cloud” (star-forming, spi-
ral galaxies) and the “red sequence” (quiescent, elliptical
galaxies). The total mass of the stars living in quiescent
galaxies, as well as the total number of quiescent galaxies,
has grown steadily since a redshift of at least z ∼ 4 (Il-
bert et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2013), which implies a steady
? E-mail:yz69@st-andrews.ac.uk
conversion of star-forming to quiescent galaxies through the
quenching of their star formation.
There may be multiple evolutionary processes by which
galaxies migrate from the blue cloud to the red sequence.
Analysis of the star formation histories (SFHs) of quiescent
galaxies has revealed at least two different quenching mecha-
nisms that operate on different timescales, “fast” and “slow”
quenching. At high redshift, galaxies of all stellar masses
consistently show a fast rise and decline of their star for-
mation rate (SFR). At low redshift, low-mass galaxies grow
slowly and quench quickly, whereas high-mass galaxies grow
quickly and quench slowly (e.g. Pacifici et al. 2016).
Post-starburst (PSB) galaxies, also sometimes referred
to as E+A or K+A galaxies, may occupy an important
© 2020 The Authors
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transitional state between the star-forming and quiescent
populations, and could be an important candidate for the
“fast” quenching route. These galaxies have experienced a
rapid decline in their star formation following a previous
period of very rapid star formation. Catching these galax-
ies as they transition to quiescence may provide important
constraints on the causes of the rapid quenching which is
not possible from archaeological studies of already-quiescent
galaxies. They are identified by their excess population of
intermediate-age (A- or F-type stars), but deficit or absence
of hotter, younger stars (O- and B- types) leading to strong
Balmer absorption lines, a strong Balmer break, and weak
or absent nebular emission lines from star formation. PSBs
account for only about 1 per cent of local galaxies (Goto
et al. 2008; Wong et al. 2012), however they may account
for a significantly larger fraction of the galaxy population at
higher redshifts (Tran et al. 2004; Wild et al. 2009; Vergani
et al. 2010; Whitaker et al. 2012; Wild et al. 2016; Rowlands
et al. 2018a; Belli et al. 2019). Despite being rare, their num-
ber density is sufficient to account for a significant fraction
of the growth of the red-sequence at z < 2, although the
precise fraction is still debated (Tran et al. 2004; Wild et al.
2009, 2010; Belli et al. 2019).
At high redshift, the morphologies of PSB galaxies
are strongly suggestive of an extremely intense and rapid
quenching process, such as a major gas-rich merger, multi-
ple mergers or protogalactic collapse. Almaini et al. (2017)
find that massive PSBs at redshift (z > 1) are significantly
smaller than comparable quiescent galaxies at the same stel-
lar mass and epoch which is strongly suggestive of a recent
dissipative collapse event associated with the shut off in star
formation (see also Yano et al. 2016). This appears to de-
pend on stellar mass and epoch, with lower mass and lower
redshift PSBs more similar in structure to equivalent quies-
cent galaxies (Maltby et al. 2018; Pawlik et al. 2018).
At lower redshift, galaxy mergers have long been pro-
posed as a possible formation mechanism for PSBs shortly
after the discovery of E+A galaxies (Lavery & Henry 1988).
A substantial fraction of PSBs are found with faint tidal fea-
tures or companion galaxies (Zabludoff et al. 1996; Chang
et al. 2001; Pawlik et al. 2018). In addition, PSBs at low-
redshift can have surprisingly high fractions of mass formed
in the starburst of typically 20%, but occasionally as much
as 70% (Kaviraj et al. 2007; Pawlik et al. 2018), which again
supports major mergers as the only mechanism known in the
local Universe to be able to feed sufficient gas into the central
regions of a galaxy in a short enough time (see also the dis-
cussion in Weaver et al. 2018). Such a scenario is consistent
with the results from the cosmological hydrodynamic simula-
tion EAGLE, where Davis et al. (2019) find that local (z ∼ 0)
simulated post-starburst galaxies are predominantly caused
by major mergers. Pawlik et al. (2019) used the same EA-
GLE simulations, post-processed to produce mock optical
spectra, to find that in addition to classical major mergers,
a range of different processes can create weak PSB features
detectable in modern spectroscopic surveys. These include
harassment by multiple smaller galaxies as well as rejuvena-
tion from gas brought in by infalling small satellites.
During a galaxy merger, the discs of the galaxies are
typically destroyed and the gas components are funnelled
into the galaxy centre, leading to a powerful centralised star-
burst followed by rapid quenching of the star formation (e.g.
Barnes 1992; Naab & Burkert 2003; Bournaud et al. 2005).
However, this induced starburst may not cause sufficient
quenching to produce remnants with no ongoing star forma-
tion, as without a mechanism to expel the gas directly, the
remnant typically continues to form stars (e.g. Sanders et al.
1988; Hopkins et al. 2006; Johansson et al. 2009a). The more
or less complete prevention of star formation in quiescent
galaxies is the primary motivation for black hole feedback
in the current generation of galaxy evolution simulations. In
this model, an active galactic nucleus (AGN) can heat up the
cold gas in the galaxies by thermal feedback and/or expel the
cold gas by mechanical feedback, resulting in a lack of mate-
rial for further star formation. Several studies suggest that
PSBs may harbour an excess fraction of AGN compared to
normal galaxies (e.g. Yan et al. 2006; Wild et al. 2007, 2010;
Pawlik et al. 2018), however the short duty cycles of AGN,
compared to the observed post-starburst features, hamper
any direct comparison. It is also possible that external con-
ditions play a role in the ultimate quenching of post-merger
remnants, which may explain why PSB galaxies are more
common in (some) clusters and intermediate density envi-
ronments (e.g. Zabludoff et al. 1996; Poggianti et al. 2009;
Socolovsky et al. 2018; Pawlik et al. 2018; Paccagnella et al.
2019). Ram-pressure stripping, strangulation or harassment
may all play a role in suppressing further star formation
in merger remnants that find themselves in dense environ-
ments.
The development of spectral synthesis models allowed
the first theoretical explorations of the unusual spectral
properties of PSB galaxies (e.g. Couch & Sharples 1987;
Poggianti et al. 1999; Shioya et al. 2004) leading to a ba-
sic understanding of their star formation histories. How-
ever, significant progress on understanding the formation
mechanisms was only made once the dynamics of the gas in
galaxies could be tracked in detail. Early hydrodynamic gas-
rich merger simulations combined with simple star formation
laws showed that gas rich mergers could lead to star forma-
tion histories characterized by strong, short bursts (Mihos
& Hernquist 1994, 1996). Combining hydrodynamical galaxy
merger simulations with spectral synthesis models, led Bekki
et al. (2005) to reproduce the positive colour gradient and
negative radial Hδ gradient observed in local PSBs by Pracy
et al. (2005). A similar analysis was carried out by Wild et al.
(2009), at higher resolution and using more sophisticated
star formation and feedback models, including a comparison
between models with and without BH feedback. They also
found that the stellar continuum properties of PSB galaxies
at 0.5 < z < 1 could be reproduced by merger simulations
with starburst mass fractions larger than ∼ 5 − 10% and
decay times shorter than ∼ 108 yr. BH feedback was not re-
quired to reproduce the stellar continuum features of PSB
galaxies, although they did not investigate the emission line
properties. Similar simulations were carried out by Snyder
et al. (2011), who again concluded that the role of AGN
feedback in ceasing star formation and producing PSB fea-
tures was negligible. Since these studies were undertaken the
sub-resolution recipes used in the hydrodynamic simulations
have become much more sophisticated and the spatial reso-
lution has increased, motivating a revisit of the question of
how the unusual spectral properties of post-starburst galax-
ies can be reproduced.
The recent advent of large integral field spectroscopic
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(IFS) surveys of local galaxies, including CALIFA (Sa´nchez,
S. F. et al. 2012), SAMI (Croom et al. 2012), and MaNGA
(Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory;
Bundy et al. 2015), has led to greater interest in the spa-
tial properties of galaxies. In this paper, we revisit the ques-
tion of radial gradients in the spectral properties of MaNGA
post-starburst galaxies (Chen et al. 2019), using up to date
simulations to investigate the quenching mechanisms at play
in these galaxies.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we
motivate our analysis by presenting the radial gradients in
spectral indices observed in three example MaNGA galaxies;
in Section 3 we introduce the merger simulations; in Section
4 we describe how we create mock MaNGA datacubes for
the simulated galaxies; we present our analysis of the mock
PSBs in Section 5, including their global and radial gradi-
ent properties; finally in Sections 6 and 7 we discuss and
summarise our results.
2 OBSERVATIONAL MOTIVATION
Traditionally, post-starburst galaxies are selected based on
strong Balmer absorption lines, typically Hδ, with weak or
absent nebular emission lines, commonly either the Hα emis-
sion line (e.g. Goto et al. 2003; Quintero et al. 2004; Balogh
et al. 2005) or the [OII] line if the Hα line is unavailable,
as is common in higher redshift observations (e.g. Dressler
& Gunn 1983; Zabludoff et al. 1996; Poggianti et al. 1999;
Maltby et al. 2016). However, selection based on nebular
emission will result in incomplete samples, as narrow line
nebular emission can also be caused by shocks and AGN,
both of which appear to be prevalent in PSBs (Yan et al.
2006; Wild et al. 2007, 2010; Alatalo et al. 2016; Pawlik et al.
2018). Additionally, in order to give us a complete picture
of the galaxy quenching mechanisms we may be interested
in objects that have had a recent starburst, but that have
not (yet) completely quenched their star formation. More
recently, alternative methods to select PSBs have been de-
veloped, that relies on the stellar continuum shape alone.
Wild et al. (2007) developed a principal component analy-
sis (PCA) method to select PSBs from high quality spectral
observations of the stellar continuum around 4000A˚. Simi-
larly, photometric identification is possible in the case of the
strongest spectral features (Whitaker et al. 2012; Wild et al.
2014; Forrest et al. 2018).
Chen et al. (2019) identified > 300 galaxies with PSB
regions based on traditional cuts on Balmer absorption line
and Hα emission line strengths, out of over 4000 galaxies
in the MaNGA Product Launch 6 (MPL6, see Bundy et al.
2015, for an overview of the MaNGA survey)1. Of these,
they identified 31 galaxies with centralised PSB signatures
(CPSB). For these 31 galaxies, we downloaded the pub-
licly available spectral data cubes and spectral measurement
maps from the SDSS Data Release 15 (DR15, Aguado et al.
2019), which were created by the MaNGA Data Reduction
(DRP, Law et al. 2016) and Analysis (DAP, Westfall et al.
2019) pipelines. In both cases we used the “HYB10” spaxel
1 An internal team data release including the first 3 years of
MaNGA survey data
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Figure 1. Spectral index distributions for three representative
MaNGA post-starburst galaxies selected from Chen et al. (2019),
with points colour coded by radius with respect to the galaxy’s ef-
fective radius as given by the upper colour bar. The red, green and
blue lines and points show the median values for spaxels binned
in annuli of width 0.25 Re with larger symbols indicating outer
regions. The MaNGA plate-ifu identifiers are given in the inset
box. Top: Hα equivalent width (in A˚) vs. the summed stellar con-
tinuum indices HδA and HγA. Bottom: the principal component
spectral indices that characterise the strength of the 4000A˚ break
(PC1) and any excess Balmer absorption over that expected for
the normal star-forming main sequence (PC2).
binning where the stellar-continuum analysis is performed
on Voronoi binned cells with a minimum signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of 10 (Cappellari & Copin 2003), while the emission-
line and spectral-index measurements are performed on the
individual spaxels.
From the DAP maps, we extracted the Hα emission line
equivalent width (W(Hα)), and HδA and HγA stellar con-
tinuum absorption line indices (Worthey & Ottaviani 1997),
where all emission and absorption lines have been modelled
simultaneously in order to separate nebular emission from
the underlying stellar absorption (Belfiore et al. 2019). We
additionally extracted the spaxel g-band SNR map and stel-
lar velocity map. From the summary “DRPall” file we ob-
tained the effective radius, measured as the radius that con-
tains half of the Petrosian flux in r-band elliptical apertures
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from the NASA-Sloan Atlas catalogue2, and the Galactic ex-
tinction. From the DAP spectral data cubes we obtained the
flux and variance, which we corrected for Galactic extinction
and shifted to the rest frame using the redshift and stellar
velocity maps. We then linearly interpolated the flux and
error arrays onto the eigenbasis wavelength array of Wild
et al. (2007), in order to measure principal component based
spectral indices that describe the shape of the 4000A˚ break
region of the optical stellar continuum spectrum, using a
normalised-gappy PCA algorithm to take account of the er-
ror arrays and any masked spaxels. Further details on the
PCA spectral indices are given in Section 4.3.2.
Following the method of Chen et al. (2019), we mask all
spaxels with SNR< 10 and those with “DONOTUSE” flags,
and calculate the distance of every spaxel from the centre of
the galaxy, as a function of the effective radius. In Figure 1
we show the spectral index distribution as a function of dis-
tance from the centre for three good quality CPSB galaxies,
in both W(Hα) vs. Balmer absorption line strength (top),
and PC1 vs. PC2 (bottom). These three galaxies were se-
lected to illustrate the range in radial gradients observed
in the full sample. By definition, the central regions of the
three galaxies lie within the traditional W(Hα) vs. Balmer
absorption line strength selection box, which we define as
(HδA+HγA)/2 > 3 and W(Hα) < 2.2×(HδA+HγA)/2−0.3. We
clearly see strong radial gradients in the Balmer absorption
line strength, with the central regions much stronger than
the outer regions. In the PCA spectral indices we see a range
of radial gradients, from marginally positive to strongly neg-
ative. We note that neither 8933-3704 nor 8623-9102 would
be identified as a PSB by the PCA spectral indices, within
the selection box defined by Rowlands et al. (2018b), which
suggests that a very recent and rapid shut down in their
star formation has occurred, before the Balmer absorption
lines have had a chance to strengthen sufficiently to reach
the PCA selection box.
Simple toy models indicate that these observations are
consistent with two simple scenarios: a single co-eval burst
which was stronger in the central regions, or a starburst
that has progressed from outside-in (Weaver et al. in prep).
However, the toy models are unable to distinguish between
the two options. These results form the motivation for this
paper: why do we observe radial gradients in the spectral in-
dices of PSB galaxies, and can we use them to tell us some-
thing about the physical processes that led to the formation
of these unusual galaxies?
3 SIMULATIONS
Our binary merger simulations are run with the N-body
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code, SPHGal (Hu
et al. 2014; Eisenreich et al. 2017), which is an updated ver-
sion of the Gadget-3 code (Springel 2005). Compared with
the original Gadget-3 code, SPHGal replaces the spline ker-
nel with a Wendland C4 kernel and increases the number of
neighbours in the SPH kernel to 100. The code employs a set
of new features including the pressure-entropy formulation
2 http://nsatlas.org
of SPH, an updated estimate of velocity gradients, a modi-
fied artificial viscosity switch with a modified strong limiter,
artificial conduction of thermal energy and a time step lim-
iter (see Lahe´n et al. 2018, for more details). Together these
changes reduce numerical artefacts in the fluid mixing and
improve the convergence rate of the SPH calculation.
3.1 Stellar sub-resolution physics
The subresolution astrophysics models in SPHGal are based
on those by Scannapieco et al. (2005, 2006), updated by
Aumer et al. (2013), and include gas cooling, star forma-
tion, chemical evolution and stellar feedback. In this model,
the gas component cools with a rate dependent on its tem-
perature, density and metal abundance. Assuming that the
gas is optically thin and in ionisation equilibrium, the cool-
ing rates are calculated following Wiersma et al. (2009),
on an element-by-element basis. The effects of a uniform
redshift-dependent ionising UV/X-ray background (Haardt
& Madau 2001) are also included assuming z = 0. The
cooling rates are calculated over a temperature range of
102 ≤ T ≤ 109 K.
Dense and cold gas particles are able to form stars, once
the gas density ρg is greater than ρcrit = 1.6 × 10−23 g/cm3,
i.e nH = 10 cm−3, and the gas temperature is less than T =
12000 K. The probability that a gas particle converts into a
stellar particle is 1 − e−p, where p is given by:
p = SFR
∆t
tdyn
= SFR∆t
√
4piGρg . (1)
∆t is the length of the current time step, tdyn is the local
dynamical time, and SFR is the star formation efficiency.
We adopt a fixed efficiency of SFR = 0.02.
To track the chemical evolution in the simulations, ev-
ery baryonic particle contains 11 elements (H, He, C, Mg, O,
Fe, Si, N, Ne, S, Ca) that evolve based on models of chemical
release rates from Iwamoto et al. (1999) for supernovae type
Ia (SNIa), Woosley & Weaver (1995) for supernovae type
II (SNII) and Karakas (2010) for asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) stars. The star particles distribute the metals to the
surrounding gas particles by the stellar feedback of SNIa,
SNII and AGB stars. The metallicity diffusion implemen-
tation by Aumer et al. (2013) is included here to smooth
the variations in the metallicity between neighbouring gas
particles.
The stellar particles provide feedback the surrounding
gas via SNII 3 Myr after their formation, followed by the
SNIa for which feedback is released repeatedly every 50 Myr
from a stellar age of 50 Myr until 10 Gyr, with the assump-
tion that the ejecta mass decays proportionally to t−1 Maoz
et al. (2011) and the total release is 2 SNIa per 1000M of
stellar mass. The total feedback energy by SN to the inter-
stellar matter (ISM) is given by
ESN =
1
2
mejectv2SN (2)
where meject is the mass of SN ejecta, vSN is the velocity
of SN ejecta (we adopt vSN = 4000 km/s here) and the SN
ejecta in our model is metallicity dependent.
The thermal and kinetic feedback of SN are achieved by
a distance dependent multiphase method. The phases here
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are the free expansion (FE) phase, the adiabatic SedovTay-
lor (ST) phase (Taylor 1950; Sedov 1959) and the snow-
plow (SP) phase (McKee & Ostriker 1977; Blondin et al.
1998). The gas particles that are closest to the SN receive
the feedback in the FE phase with momentum conservation
and the feedback energy is in kinetic form only. At greater
distances, the shocked ISM mass exceeds the SN ejecta mass,
gas particles in this outer region then receive feedback in the
ST phase with heating. In the ST phase, the feedback en-
ergy are in both thermal (70%) and kinetic (30%) forms.
At even larger distances, the velocity of the SN ejecta de-
creases further, finally dispersing the shock. Gas particles in
this outermost region receive feedback in the SP phase with
efficient radiative cooling. Again both thermal (70%) and
kinetic (30%) energy is assumed, however the total amount
of energy decreases with distance from the SN.
Both the energy and enrichment feedback from AGB
stars are dealt with in the same fashion as that from the
type Ia SNe. However, as the wind velocity of AGB ejecta
is just 25 km/s, much smaller than vSN , only the FE phase
is included for AGB feedback.
3.2 Thermal black hole feedback model
We run a set of merger simulations without black hole
(BH) feedback and find that extra centrally injected energy
is required in order to suppress the star formation in the
merger remnants sufficiently to obtain the small Hα equiva-
lent widths observed in many post-starburst galaxies. We in-
vestigate two different black hole models: a “classical” model
with thermal energy injection only (Springel et al. 2005; Jo-
hansson et al. 2009a), and an “updated” model with both
thermal and mechanical energy injection (Choi et al. 2012).
In the classic model the unresolved gas accretion onto
the BH is parameterised by the BondiaˆA˘S¸HoyleaˆA˘S¸Lyttle-
ton model (Hoyle & Lyttleton 1939; Bondi & Hoyle 1944;
Bondi 1952), in which the BH accretion rate is given by:
ÛMB =
4piαM2BH ρ
(c2s + v2)3/2
(3)
where ρ is the gas density, cs is the sound speed of the sur-
rounding gas, v is the velocity of the BH relative to the
surrounding gas, and α is a dimensionless efficiency param-
eter set to enable the self-regulation of the BH mass growth
and ensure that the BH accretion reaches the Eddington
regime in a gas-rich environment (Johansson et al. 2009a).
Physically, we should have α = 1, however Springel et al.
(2005) and Johansson et al. (2009a) use a value of α = 100
to account for the underestimated gas density or the overes-
timated gas temperature near the Bondi radius. As the spa-
tial resolution of the simulations is increased, the local gas
density and temperature is more accurately modelled, and
α must be decreased. Here we set α = 25 and confirmed that
this value allows the BHs in the merger remnants to grow
onto, and stay on, the MBH − σ relation (van den Bosch
2016).
The accretion rate is limited to the Eddington accretion
rate:
ÛMedd =
4piGMBHmp
rσT c
(4)
where mp is the proton mass, σT is the Thomson cross-
section and r is the radiative efficiency. Here we adopt r =
0.1, the mean value of radiatively efficient accretion onto
a Schwarzschild BH (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). Thus, the
final (inflowing) accretion rate is given by:
ÛMin = min( ÛMB, ÛMedd). (5)
The radiated luminosity of the BH is given by:
Lr = r ÛMinc2. (6)
We assume that a fraction,  f , of radiated energy couples
with the surrounding gas leading to the feedback energy:
Efeed =  f Lr =  f r ÛMinc2. (7)
We adopt a fixed value of  f = 0.05, a value that is widely
chosen in the literature Springel et al. (2005); Di Matteo
et al. (2005); Johansson et al. (2009a); Johansson et al.
(2009b); Choi et al. (2012). The choice of this value for  f is
motivated by the fact that in combination with the thermal
feedback model the simulations are able to reproduce the
observed MBH − σ relation.
In this classical thermal black hole feedback model, all
the feedback energy is distributed as thermal energy into the
∼ 100 gas particles closest to the BH, weighted by the SPH
kernel. The gas around the BH is therefore heated by the
BH feedback and expands, reducing its density, which leads
to a cessation in star formation.
In our merger simulations, we assume that the binary
BHs merge as soon as their separation drops below the
smoothing length and their relative velocity drops below the
local sound speed of the surrounding gas. Due to the lim-
ited spatial resolution the BHs can wander away from the
centre of the galaxies, especially in unequal-mass mergers.
To ensure the successful merging of the BHs during the fi-
nal coalescence of their host galaxies, at every time step we
re-locate the BH to the minimum potential in the central
region of the galaxy (see Johansson et al. 2009a, for more
discussion on this procedure).
3.3 Mechanical black hole feedback model
It has been suggested that a strong wind from an accreting
BH might convey energy, mass and momentum from the cen-
tre to the surrounding gas (De Kool et al. 2001; Moe et al.
2009; Dunn et al. 2010), causing the gas outflows and the
regulation of star formation in the host galaxies (Tremonti
et al. 2007; Feruglio et al. 2010). To simulate this effect we
create a third set of simulations in which we adopt the me-
chanical BH feedback model developed by Choi et al. (2012;
2014).
In this model the total accretion rate onto the BH is
given by:
ÛMacc = ÛMin − ÛMout (8)
where ÛMout is the outflowing mass loss rate, and ÛMin is cal-
culated as above (Eqn. 5) with ÛMB computed with an ‘alter-
native averaging (AA)’ method (see Choi et al. 2012). We
further define the kinetic energy rate of the outflowing wind:
ÛEw =  f r ÛMaccc2 = 12
ÛMoutv2w (9)
where r and  f are, respectively, the radiative efficiency
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and fraction of the radiated energy that couples to the sur-
rounding gas (as above), and vw is the velocity of the wind
assuming energy conservation and a single wind velocity.
Following Choi et al. (2012) we define the ratio of the
mass outflow rate to the mass accretion rate as:
ψ ≡ ÛMout/ ÛMacc = 2 f r c2/v2w . (10)
Since the momentum is conserved, the total accretion rate
ÛMacc and the kinetic energy rate ÛEw can be solved out as:
ÛMacc = ÛMin 11 + ψ (11a)
ÛEw =  f r c2 ÛMin 11 + ψ (11b)
Inspired by observations of broad absorption line winds
(Crenshaw et al. 2003; Moe et al. 2009), we assume a wind
velocity of vw = 10, 000 km/s. With the widely adopted feed-
back efficiencies of  f r = 0.1 × 0.05 = 0.005, Eqn. 10 gives
ψ = 0.9, i.e., 90% of the inflowing mass is ejected in an AGN
wind, with both energy and mass carried from the BH to
the outskirts of the galaxy. This outflowing gas collides with
the ambient ISM on its way out, resulting in a momentum-
driven flow. We simulate this phenomenon by allowing the
emitted wind particle to share its momentum with its 2 near-
est neighbouring gas particles. As the gas particles all have
the same mass in our simulation, all three gas particles gain
the same velocity increment of ∆v ∼ (vw/3) km/s. This treat-
ment conserves the momentum but decreases the total ki-
netic energy. To conserve the total energy, the residual en-
ergy is deposited into these three particles in form of thermal
energy.
Choi et al. (2012) include an additional thermal feed-
back component in their simulations to simulate the effect
of X-ray radiation from the AGN on the surrounding gas.
However, we found that this was too effective at suppressing
star formation, eliminating the starburst during the merger
phase and preventing the appearance of the strong Balmer
absorption lines seen in PSB galaxies. We therefore only
ran one simulation with this effect included, which is pre-
sented in Section 5 below. We note that the updated stellar
feedback model used in this paper, compared to the stel-
lar feedback model used in Choi et al. (2012), may in part
be responsible for the dramatic suppression of star forma-
tion seen in our simulations when including this additional
thermal X-ray BH feedback component.
3.4 Galaxy models
The progenitor galaxies are set up following the method
given in Johansson et al. (2009a) assuming a ΛCDM cos-
mology with Ωm = 0.30, ΩΛ = 0.70, and H0 = 71 km/s/Mpc,
with the aim to mimic disc galaxies observed in the local
Universe. A summary of the progenitor galaxy parameters
used in this paper can be found in Table 1. The primary
galaxies have a virial velocity of vvir = 160 km/s, resulting in
a total virial mass of Mvir = v3vir/10GH0 = 1.34 × 1012 M.
The majority of this mass (MDM = 1.286 × 1012M ) is in
the dark matter (DM) halo, which has a Hernquist density
profile with a concentration parameter of c = 9 (Hernquist
1990). The baryonic mass fraction is 0.041, distributed be-
tween a gaseous disc (Mgas), a stellar disc (Mdisc,∗) and a
Table 1. Parameters for the progenitor disc galaxies. Total
masses, M , are given in units of 1010M, scale radii and heights
are in kpc, N is particle number, m gives the individual parti-
cle masses,  the gravitational softening lengths and SFR is in
M/yr. Other parameters are defined in the text.
Property Sa Sc Sd Scp3
Mvir 134.1 134.1 134.1 44.7
Mdisc,∗ 2.5 3.2 3.5 1.17
Mgas 0.5 0.9 1.6 0.3
Mbulge 2.5 1.4 0.4 0.47
MDM 128.6 128.6 128.6 42.9
B/T 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.3333
fgas 0.17 0.22 0.31 0.22
rdisc 3.75 3.79 3.85 2.63
zdisc 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.53
rbulge 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.53
c 9
λ 0.33
Ntot al 800000 800000 800000 266666
NDM 400000 400000 400000 133333
Ndisc,∗ 181818 233333 257143 77778
Ngas 36364 66667 114286 22222
Nbulge 181818 100000 28571 33333
mDM 3.2 × 106M
mbaryon 1.4 × 105M
DM 137 pc
b 28 pc
SFR ∼1 ∼2 ∼5 ∼0.5
stellar bulge (Mbulge), with fgas = Mgas/(Mgas + Mdisc,∗)
determining the gas fraction in the disc. Each progenitor
galaxy has a total particle number of 8 × 105. Half are DM
particles and half baryonic, yielding a mass resolution of
1.4 × 105M and 3.2 × 106M for baryonic and DM par-
ticles respectively. The gravitational softening lengths are
bar = 28 pc and DM = 137 pc for the baryonic and dark
matter components respectively.
The disc has an exponential mass profile with scale
length rdisc , determined by assuming that the disc material
conserves specific angular momentum during the disc forma-
tion with a constant halo spin of λ = 0.033 (Mo et al. 1998).
The scale height of the stellar disc is set to zdisc = 0.2 rdisc .
The gaseous disc has the same scale length as that of the stel-
lar disc and the vertical structure of the gaseous disc is de-
termined such that it is in hydrostatic equilibrium (Springel
et al. 2005). The stellar bulges follow a Hernquist (1990)
profile with a scale length of rbulge = 0.2rdisc . The mass of
the bulges are determined by the parameter B/T , the stel-
lar bulge-to-total stellar mass ratio. By choosing different
bulge-to-total stellar mass ratios and corresponding gas frac-
tions, we create 3 progenitor galaxies of different morphology
types, aiming to roughly mimic the average properties of Sa,
Sc, and Sd galaxies. The specific values are chosen loosely
based on values for local SDSS galaxies, by combining the
range of i-band luminosity B/T values from Gadotti (2009),
with the range of atomic and molecular gas mass fractions
from Saintonge et al. (2016).
For the simulations with BH feedback the progenitor
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galaxies host BHs at their potential minima. The mass of
the BH is given by the MBH −σ relation, with σ calculated
from the distribution of the bulge star velocities (van den
Bosch 2016).
In order to build accurate spectral models, as well as
include the feedback from old stars, we must initialise the
stellar particles with their ages and metallicities. For the
stellar particles in the bulge, we adopt an exponentially de-
caying star formation rate (SFR) over the time:
SFRb(t) = Ce−(t−t0)/τ, (12)
where t0 = 10.2Gyr is the start of the simulation, C is a
normalisation factor, and τ = 1 Gyr is the timescale of the
exponential decline. We assume that the star formation in
the bulge started at a cosmic time of t = 0.5Gyr, leading to
a negligible SFR compared to the disc by t0.
For the stellar particles in the disc, we follow Lahe´n
et al. (2018) and adopt a linearly decaying SFR with an
initial SFR at t0 = 10.2Gyr similar to that found in local
star-forming disc galaxies. We then run the galaxies in iso-
lation and iteratively adjust the initial SFR estimate until
the SFR transitions continuously from the initial value to
the actual SFR at the start of the simulation (see Table 1).
By requiring that the integration of the star formation rate
history ove time is equal to the total stellar mass at the start
of the simulation, the age distribution of the stellar particles
can be obtained.
To be fully consistent with the employed sub-resolution
models, we must also initialise the metallicity distribution.
Here we adopt a uniform, log-linear radially decaying metal-
licity profile with the Milky Way as a reference (Zarit-
sky et al. 1994). Using the observed Oxygen gradient of
0.0585 dex/kpc, we set up our galaxies with roughly solar
total metallicities. When assigning metal elements to indi-
vidual stellar particles, we assume a scatter of 0.2 dex mo-
tivated by the the maximum measurement error in Kilian-
Montenbruck et al. (1994) and fix an upper limit on the
metal mass fraction of 5% to prevent the stellar particles
from becoming unphysically metal heavy.
Due to element recycling, stars with later cosmic for-
mation times tend to have higher metallicities. To reproduce
this phenomenon, we firstly randomly sample the age of in-
dividual stellar particles from the age distributions with an
age scatter of ∆t = 100Myr. We then sort the stellar par-
ticles by their assigned metal mass fraction, and re-assign
their ages keeping the same overall age distribution.
We additionally create a lower mass galaxy (Scp3), a
smaller version of the Sc galaxy with a mass of one third
that of the Sc galaxy. This is done by reducing vvir to
160/ 3√3 km/s ∼ 111 km/s. The particle numbers of each com-
ponent are reduced by one third to keep the mass resolution
per particle constant.
3.5 Merger Simulations
After initialising the progenitor galaxies, we run the galaxy
models in isolation for 0.5 Gyr to even out any numeri-
cal artefacts from the initial idealised setup. We then set
up the merger simulation with these relaxed galaxies at
tm0 = 10.7Gyr, on parabolic trajectories with three differ-
ent initial orbital configurations as introduced by Naab &
Burkert (2003):
(i) G00: i1 = 0◦, i2 = 0◦, ω1 = 0◦, ω2 = 0◦;
(ii) G07: i1 = −109◦, i2 = 71◦, ω1 = −60◦, ω2 = −30◦;
(iii) G13: i1 = −109◦, i2 = 180◦, ω1 = 60◦, ω2 = 0◦.
where i1 and i2 denote the inclinations of the two discs rel-
ative to the orbital plane, and ω1 and ω2 denote the argu-
ments of the orbits’ pericenter. G00 is a symmetric prograde-
prograde orbit. Both galaxies are orientated in the orbit
plane and their angular momenta are parallel to the or-
bital angular momentum. G07 is a retrograde-prograde orbit
with both galaxies inclined with respect to the orbital plane.
G13 is retrograde-retrograde orbit, with one galaxy inclined
while the other is not. The angular momentum of the second
galaxy is anti-parallel to the orbital angular momentum.
The initial separation rsep of the two progenitor galax-
ies is given by their average virial radii while the peri-
centre distance rp is given by the sum of their disc scale
lengths. Thus, for the equal-mass mergers (1:1) the ini-
tial separation is rsep = (160 + 160)/2 kpc/h ∼ 225 kpc, the
pericentre distance is rp = 2 × 2.7 kpc/h ∼ 7.6 kpc. For the
unequal-mass merger (3:1), the initial separation is rsep =
(160 + 111)/2 kpc/h ∼ 135.5 kpc, and the pericentre distance
is rp = (2.7 + 1.90) kpc/h ∼ 6.5 kpc. The progenitor galaxies
approach each other following nearly parabolic orbits and
interact under their own gravity.
We run a set of simulations with different progenitor
galaxies and orbits. For the equal-mass mergers we select 6
illustrative combinations of progenitor galaxies (2xSa, Sa Sc,
Sa Sd, 2xSc, Sc Sd, 2xSd), and for the 3:1 mass ratio merg-
ers we choose one high mass progenitor of each type and
merge it with the lower mass Sc galaxy giving three further
combinations (Sa Scp3, Sc Scp3, Sd Scp3). Each pair is set
on 3 different orbits G00, G07, and G13 (Section 3.5), giv-
ing 18 equal-mass and 9 unequal-mass merger simulations in
total. The exhaustive table of the parameters for the merger
simulations can be found in the Appendix (Table B1).
Each merger simulation is run for 3 Gyr until the current
cosmic time t = 13.7Gyr. Snapshots are output every 2×107
years, giving 150 snapshots per simulation.
4 BUILDING MOCK MANGA DATACUBES
We develop the SEDmorph code3 standing for Spectral En-
ergy Distribution and morphology, to turn the particle data
into mock images and integral field datacubes that closely
match the properties of the MaNGA survey. We place the
mock galaxies at a redshift of z ∼ 0.04, close to the median
redshift of the MaNGA survey. The 1′′ radius MaNGA fibres
are equivalent to 0.79 kpc at this redshift. Here we provide
details on the components of the code that are used in this
paper.
4.1 Stellar continuum creation
To build the stellar continuum spectra we use the Bruzual
& Charlot (2003, BC03 hereafter) spectral synthesis mod-
3 The project web page: https://github.com/SEDMORPH. The
code for mock datacube creation https://github.com/SEDMORPH/
YZCube.
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els, updated to 20164. These models provide integrated light
spectra for simple stellar populations (SSPs) which repre-
sent coeval, single metallicity stellar populations, assuming
an initial mass function (IMF), evolutionary tracks and stel-
lar input spectra. This version of the BC03 models are built
from both observed and theoretical stellar spectra, assum-
ing a Chabrier (2003) IMF and “Padova-1994” evolutionary
tracks (Alongi et al. 1993; Bressan et al. 1993; Fagotto et al.
1994a,b; Girardi et al. 1996). The observed spectra most
relevant for the wavelength range of the MaNGA spectra
are taken from the MILES stellar library (Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez
et al. 2006; Falco´n-Barroso et al. 2011) in the wavelength
range 3540A˚- 7350A˚, extended with the STELIB stellar li-
brary (Le Borgne et al. 2003) out to 8750A˚.
We assume that each stellar particle in our simulation is
composed of a single coeval, fixed metallicity stellar popula-
tion, with an age and metallicity corresponding to when the
progenitor gas particle becomes a stellar particle. The SSPs
have already been interpolated onto an optimum age grid,
we therefore refrain from any further interpolation in age
and each stellar particle is assigned the closest SSP in age.
The BC03 models provide SSPs for seven different metallic-
ity values (with metal mass fractions of Z =0.0001, 0.0004,
0.004, 0.008, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, where Z = 0.02). The metal-
licity distribution of particles in the simulations is such that
most particles have metallicities in the last 2 bins, which is
not sufficient to accurately reproduce the changes in spectral
indices caused by the metallicity gradient of the galaxies. We
therefore interpolate the spectra linearly in log flux between
the central metallicity bins, aiming to distribute the stel-
lar particles between metallicity bins as equally as possible.
This leads to additional SSPs with Z = 0.012, 0.016, 0.023,
0.026, 0.035 and 0.04. We verify the success of the inter-
polation by computing the HδA and HγA spectral indices of
the 1 Gyr old interpolated spectrum, finding that the indices
vary smoothly between the new SSPs as expected.
The stellar particles contain 11 different elements as de-
scribed in Section 3.1. We calculate the metallicity of each
stellar particle as Z∗ = (1 − MH − MHe)/M∗, where MH
and MHe are the total masses of Hydrogen and Helium re-
spectively and M∗ is the mass of the star particle, and as-
sign the closest interpolated SSP in metallicity. Finally, the
integrated spectrum (luminosity density) of the simulated
galaxy or part thereof, can be written as:
lλ =
N∗∑
i=1
Mi × lλ,SSP(tSSP,i, ZSSP,i) (13)
where Mi is the mass of the stellar particle, lλ,SSP is the
luminosity density of the assigned SSP and the sum is over
all relevant star particles in the region of interest.
4.1.1 Dust attenuation model
We employ a two-component dust attenuation model (Char-
lot & Fall 2000; Wild et al. 2007) in which the optical depth
is contributed by the interstellar medium for all stars, as well
as stellar birth clouds for stellar populations younger than
4 These are available at http://www.bruzual.org/~gbruzual/
bc03/Updated_version_2016/
107 years. The final effective optical depths as a function of
wavelength for young and old stellar populations are thus
given by:
τˆyoung = µdτv
(
λ
5500
)−0.7
+ (1 − µd) τv
(
λ
5500
)−1.3
τˆold = µdτv
(
λ
5500
)−0.7 (14)
where λ is the wavelength in A˚, µd is the fraction of optical
depth contributed by the ISM, which is set as 0.3 and τv
is the effective optical depth at 5500A˚, which we set to a
fiducial value of 1.0, typical for local star-forming galaxies.
We note that by not using radiative transfer to calcu-
late the attenuation we are not correctly accounting for the
full 3D geometry of the stars and gas in the mock galax-
ies. Additionally, we do not attempt to link dust content
to the metallicity of the gas particles. However, we choose
this approach to avoid further sub-resolution recipes given
the relatively high mass of the individual gas and star par-
ticles compared to giant molecular clouds in which stars are
formed in reality. It is important to keep in mind the limita-
tions of any dust modelling in mock galaxies with this level
of spatial resolution.
4.2 Data Cube Creation
The first step in creating mock datacubes is to locate the
centre of the simulated galaxies in each snapshot. For sim-
ulations with black holes we simply take the position of the
supermassive black hole as the centre of the galaxy as the
black hole is repositioned to the minimum of the potential
at every time step. For the simulations without black holes
we use the distribution of dark matter particles to identify
the centre of the potential well in which the galaxy resides.
We create a single datacube for each merger simulation, fo-
cussing on the centre of the first galaxy, which is the highest
mass galaxy in the case of unequal-mass mergers. This is suf-
ficient for our purposes, as we are predominantly interested
in the post-merger remnants.
The basic steps to create a realistic MaNGA datacube
are to: (1) apply a seeing (atmospheric) point spread func-
tion (PSF); (2) sum the light that falls down each circular
fibre in a single pointing; (3) apply a dither pattern to build
the Row Stacked Spectrum (RSS) file; (4) combine the RSS
into a regularly gridded datacube. We also explored other
algorithms for creating datacubes and found that they are
inferior to the one described above. One of alternative al-
gorithms is to apply the PSF after the cube is built. This
method is computationally less expensive by ∼20% but does
not lead to sufficiently accurate results. Another algorithm
is to bin the simulation directly onto a square grid and ap-
ply the well characterised combined atmospheric and instru-
mental PSF after the binning. This process is simpler to be
realised but turns out to be more computationally expen-
sive. More details on the comparison of different algorithms
can be found in Appendix A.
In order to measure the spectrum received by a single
MaNGA fibre, we must first apply a PSF to account for the
blurring of the light as it travels through the atmosphere. We
assume a two-component Gaussian profile with parameters
taken from the median of SDSS DR7 imaging fields. For the
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purposes of this paper we are particularly interested in the
spectra of local galaxies around 4000A˚, therefore we apply
the typical g-band PSF taken from the median values for
50,0000 SDSS DR7 fields (specifically, the σ widths of the
two Gaussians are 0.54′′ and 1.21′′ respectively, and the peak
amplitude ratio of the two Gaussians is 0.081). We calculate
the integrated spectrum that falls within the jth fibre by
summing over stellar particles in the simulation accounting
for their distance from the centre of the fibre, d, and the
shape of the PSF:
lλ, j =
Nst ar∑
i=1
WPSF(d)i lλ,i (15)
where lλ,i is the attenuated stellar continuum luminosity
density assigned to the ith stellar particle, as described
above, and WPSF(d) is a weight function that accounts for
the shape of the PSF integrated over the fibre area (assum-
ing a MaNGA fibre radius of 1′′). In order to reduce the
computing time we set WPSF(d) = 0 once it drops below a
value of 10−6.
The MaNGA fibres are arranged in hexagonal bundles,
and sets of three dithered exposures are taken to fill the
gaps between the fibres using a triangular pattern with a
side length of 1.44 ′′. In each MaNGA observation, the num-
ber of dither sets depends on the on the time it takes to reach
the target depth, leading to the an integer multiple of 3 ex-
posures (3,6,9,12, etc). For our mock observation, one dither
set of three exposures will be sufficient. To know where to
place the circular apertures on the simulated galaxy, we take
a representative metrology file for the largest MaNGA IFU
bundle of 127 fibres (ma134-56995-2.par5) which records the
positions of all the fibres in one dither. We then shift the fi-
bre positions following the triangular pattern for the fibre
positions in the other two dithers.
Once we have calculated the spectra in each individ-
ual exposure, we combine them into a 3D datacube using
the same flux-conserving algorithm as used in the MaNGA
survey (see Section 9.1 of Law et al. 2016). We do not in-
clude noise due to e.g. sky background, therefore we do not
calculate error arrays or masks. Neither do we model the
line spread function, and the resulting spectra remain at the
spectral resolution of the SSPs.
4.3 Spectral analysis
In order to identify post-starburst galaxies we are looking
for galaxies with an excess of A/F stars left over from a re-
cent starburst, however ordinary star-forming galaxies have
plenty of A/F stars and therefore some knowledge about
the current star formation is required in all but the most
extreme cases. The traditional method uses a Balmer ab-
sorption line (typically Hδ) which is strong in A and F star
spectra, alongside an absence of nebular emission to ensure
no ongoing star formation. The disadvantage of this method
is that it will not select post-starburst galaxies with low-level
5 An slightly older version that’s publically accessible can
be found here: https://svn.sdss.org/public/repo/manga/
mangacore/tags/v1_6_2/metrology/ma134/ma134-56995-1.par.
The older version is off by a slight scaling factor from the one
used in this paper.
residual star formation, or those that contain a narrow line
AGN (Yan et al. 2006; Wild et al. 2007), and if a blue emis-
sion line is used then samples can be contaminated by dust
obscured star-forming galaxies (Poggianti & Wu 2000; Wild
et al. 2020). Alternatively we can use the stellar continuum
to provide an estimate of the recent star formation, e.g. using
a combination of the 4000A˚ break strength and Hδ absorp-
tion line strength (Kauffmann et al. 2003). In more extreme
cases, even photometric data can identify the strong Balmer
break exhibited by post-starburst galaxies (Whitaker et al.
2012; Wild et al. 2014; Forrest et al. 2018). Here we com-
pare two methods for identifying post-starburst regions in
our simulated galaxies.
4.3.1 The traditional method
We sum the Lick HδA and HγA absorption line indices
(Worthey & Ottaviani 1997) and combine this with the
equivalent width of the Hα emission line to investigate when
the simulated galaxies obey the “traditional” selection crite-
ria for post-starburst galaxies.
In order to calculate the equivalent width of the
Hα emission line consistently from the spectral synthesis
models, we firstly measure the ionising photon luminosity
Q(H0) from the dust-free continuum luminosity density l(λ)
(Eqn. 13) at wavelengths shorter than the Lyman limit (λly):
Q(H0) =
∫ λly
l(λ) λ
hc
dλ (16)
where h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light. We
convert this into an integrated Hα emission line luminosity
(L(Hα)) assuming Case B recombination at Te = 10, 000K
(e.g. Kennicutt 1998):
L(Hα)[ergs s−1] = 1.37x10−12 ×Q(H0)[s−1]. (17)
We then attenuate the luminosity due to dust by the same
amount as for young stars in our continuum model (Eqn. 14).
To calculate the equivalent width (EW) of the Hα emission
line as used in observations, we extract the mean stellar
continuum luminosity density from the attenuated stellar
continuum between ±5A˚ from the wavelength of Hα (l6563).
The EW is then given by:
W(Hα) = L(Hα)
l6563
. (18)
4.3.2 Principle Component Analysis
We compare the traditional method with a second spectro-
scopic diagnostic which uses the stellar continuum alone to
identify galaxies with stronger Balmer absorption than ex-
pected. This method applied a Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) to the stellar continuum between 3750 and 4150A˚,
finding the first component (PC1) to correlate strongly with
the 4000A˚ break strength, while the second component
(PC2) provided the excess Balmer absorption line strength
over that expected for the 4000A˚ break strength (Wild et al.
2007). The method is entirely analogous to using Dn4000 vs.
HδA, however has the added benefit of being able to combine
information from all the Balmer absorption lines as well as
the shape of the continuum in order to increase the SNR of
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the measurement, as well as rotating the parameter space
so that the PSBs are easily identified lying above the star-
forming main sequence. As the emission lines are not used,
the method is sensitive to galaxies that contain narrow line
AGN, and those galaxies that do not completely shut off
their star formation.
In order to calculate the principal component ampli-
tudes for the spectra in the mock data cubes, we first convert
from air to vacuum wavelengths, and then project the spec-
tra onto the same eigenvectors as calculated in Wild et al.
(2007)6
5 RESULTS
In this section we compare the impact of different black hole
feedback models, progenitor galaxy properties and orbits on
the star formation histories and spectral measurements of
the simulated galaxies as a function of time from pre- to
post-merger. We then focus in on one particular simulation
to study the origin of the radial gradients in the spectral
indices.
5.1 Comparison between different BH feedback
models
In this subsection we compare the quenching progress and
observational signatures of quenching in simulations with
very different BH models in order to constrain the type of
feedback that might be needed to create the post-starburst
galaxies observed in the real Universe. Here we consider four
models:
(i) No BH : the BH feedback is turned off;
(ii) Thermal BH : the “classical” thermal BH feedback
model (Section 3.2);
(iii) With RFB : the mechanical BH feedback model with
additional X-ray radiative feedback turned on (Section 3.3);
(iv) No RFB : the mechanical BH feedback model with
additional X-ray radiative feedback turned off.
We compare simulations with the same progenitor galaxies
(2xSc) and orbits (G00); this orbital arrangement produces
the strongest tidal forces and therefore cleanest star forma-
tion histories making them ideal to compare the impact of
the different feedback mechanisms. The star formation his-
tories (SFH) are derived from the change in the total stellar
mass of the galaxies between different snapshots and the
spectral indices are measured as described in Section 4.3.
The results are shown in Figure 2. All simulations are
run for 3 Gyr, however some simulations run out of gas parti-
cles and enter a numerically induced quenching phase before
the end of the simulation. To avoid confusion we remove
these results from the figures. In all cases apart from the
model with both mechanical and radiative feedback (With
6 The eigenvectors can be downloaded here: http:
//www-star.st-and.ac.uk/~vw8/downloads/DR7PCA.html.
Code to perform the projection is available here:
https://github.com/SEDMORPH/VWPCA (IDL) or https:
//github.com/astroweaver/pygappy (python).
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Figure 2. Comparison of simulations with the same progenitor
galaxies and orbits (2xSc 00), but different BH feedback models.
In all panels the different colour lines show a model with: the BH
feedback turned off (blue, “No BH”); “classical” thermal BH feed-
back model (orange, “Thermal BH ”); mechanical BH feedback
with additional X-ray radiative feedback (green, “With RFB”;
mechanical BH feedback without additional X-ray radiative feed-
back (red, “No RFB”). In the No BH and Thermal BH simula-
tions the model galaxies run out of gas particles before the end of
the simulations, thus entering a numerically induced quenching
phase. We therefore only show the evolution of these simulations
up to that point. Top: The star formation histories. Middle: The
evolution of the simulated galaxies in the Balmer absorption and
Hα emission line space. Bottom: The evolution of the simulated
galaxies in PC space. In the central and lower panels the un-
derlying grey contours show the distribution of the SDSS DR7
galaxies using a log scaled number density and the black lines
indicate the commonly used demarcations for identifying clean
samples of PSB galaxies.
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RFB) the SFH is dominated by a strong burst of star for-
mation at coalescence (t ∼12.3 Gyr), which leads to post-
starburst features in one or both of the observational index
spaces. However, the models differ in the amount that they
quench and therefore the final SFR as we will discuss below.
It is clear that the mechanical BH feedback model with
radiative feedback turned on is too effective at suppressing
the star formation. During the first encounter of the galax-
ies at t ∼ 11.5Gyr some gas is funnelled into the galaxy
centre and feeds the BH. The radiative feedback strongly
suppresses the star formation below 0.1 M/yr, which pre-
vents the small increase in SFR seen in each of the other sim-
ulations. Moreover, the radiative feedback completely elim-
inates the starburst during the final coalescence, prevent-
ing the remnant galaxy from showing observational post-
starburst features. After the final merger, the galaxy struc-
ture becomes relative stable and the gas inflow becomes
weaker, which limits the strength of the BH feedback. In
observational index space, the galaxy sits predominantly in
the “green-valley” throughout the simulation, temporarily
reaching the red sequence after the first encounter. The ma-
jority of the gas in the galaxy remains unconsumed by the
end of the simulation allowing a relative high final SFR of
about 1 M/yr, and it quickly returns to the “green valley”
following coalescence.
In the other three simulations, the SFHs show a simi-
lar trend before the final merger. All the galaxies experience
enhanced star formation during the first encounter of the
two progenitor galaxies and a strong starburst during the
final merger. Note that although the initial SFRs are set to
be the same when creating the model galaxies, the SFRs
end up with slightly different values when the galaxies reach
equilibrium states after the 0.5 Gyr isolated run (see Sec-
tion 3.5). Shortly after coalescence the SFRs decline quickly
from the peak, even in the case of no BH feedback. As noted
previously in the literature, this initial decline is caused by
gas consumption and stellar feedback from O and B-type
stars, rather than BH feedback processes. All three galax-
ies enter the fiducial PSB region in PCA space, due to the
spectral signatures of the excess of A/F stars created in the
starburst. Following coalescence we see the divergence in the
SFH caused by the different BH feedback models. Without
BH feedback (NoBH ) the remnant’s SFR remains at a level
comparable to that before the merger. Introducing thermal
feedback suppresses star formation slightly in comparison,
but only to the level of 1 M/yr (i.e. similar to the Milky
Way). Only the mecahnical BH feedback model No RFB is
able to completely quench star formation in the galaxy. Due
to the residual star formation in the No BH and Thermal
BH models these galaxies retain a level of star formation
that leads to significant Hα emission and prevents the galaxy
from passing into the traditional PSB selection region. Only
the mechanical feedback model is able to suppress the Hα
emission sufficiently that the galaxy would be selected as
a PSB using the traditional Hα emission vs. Balmer ab-
sorption indices. The merger remnant evolves onto the red
sequence in both index spaces as the simulation ends.
Based on the discussion above, for the remainder of this
paper we focus on simulations with mechanical BH feedback
implemented, but without radiative feedback, as these are
the only runs that would be selected using a traditional PSB
selection method. We note that the fact that the PCA se-
lection includes objects where the quenching is incomplete
may well explain the much larger number of PCA-selected
PSBs compared to those selected with the traditional cut on
emission line luminosities (Pawlik et al. 2018).
5.2 Comparison between different progenitor
galaxies and orbits
We now run the complete set of simulations presented in
Table B1 with different progenitor galaxies and orbits, us-
ing the mechanical BH feedback model. There are 6 combi-
nations of progenitor galaxies for equal-mass merger (2xSa,
Sa Sc, Sa Sd, 2xSc, Sc Sd, 2xSd) and 3 combinations for 1:3
mass ratio mergers (Sa Scp3, Sc Scp3, Sd Scp3). Each pair
is set on 3 different orbits G00, G07, and G13 (Section 3.5
giving 27 different mergers in total. In Figure 3 we show the
SFH of all 27 simulations. We refrain from showing all evolu-
tionary plots of the spectral indices, as the results can largely
be inferred from the SFHs given the knowledge gained in the
previous subsection. In this subsection we summarise the re-
sults for all 27 simulations, and in the following subsection
we focus on one key example showing the full evolution of
the model in the observational parameter space.
Almost all equal-mass mergers have strong starbursts,
and the higher the gas fraction the stronger the burst. How-
ever, despite the strong mechanical BH feedback the star-
burst can have a long decay time following the merger, es-
pecially for the retrograde-retrograde (G13) merger or the
retrograde-prograde (G07) merger with lower gas fractions.
In these cases, the SFR displays only a gradual decline, and
the Hα EW never declines sufficiently to place the galaxy
into the PSB selection box. For unequal-mass mergers, the
starburst is significantly weaker compared to the equal-mass
merger with the same orbits and progenitors with the same
Hubble type. A higher gas fraction again leads to a stronger
starburst, however only the Sd Scp3 00 and Sd Scp3 07
mergers enter the PCA PSB region, although with a lower
PC2 than the major mergers. Moreover, in all of the nine
unequal-mass merger simulations, the post-merger SFR is
comparable to the SFR before the merger, leading to strong
residual Hα emission.
The prograde-prograde orbit (G00) is the easiest orbit
to reproduce a strong starburst and subsequent quenching.
In this orbit, the stellar disc and bulge of the two progenitors
collide with each other violently, causing the strongest tidal
forces which drive a rapid flow of gas into the galaxy centre
forming a large number of new stars in a short time. The
gas is quickly consumed, leaving less material for further
star formation. The gas flow drives rapid AGN accretion
and the resulting BH feedback also reduces the efficiency for
the remaining gas to transform into stars. A sharp decline in
SFR can be seen in every pair of the equal-mass prograde-
prograde progenitors. However, it seems unlikely that this
orbital configuration occurs regularly in the real Universe.
Comparison with very large cosmological simulations would
be required to clarify this.
We conclude that, within the scope of these simu-
lations, sharp and sustained quenching of star formation
caused by mergers is only achieved in particular circum-
stances: relatively gas rich progenitor galaxies with similar
mass, approaching each other in either prograde-prograde
or retrograde-prograde orbits. In these simulations, neither
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Figure 3. SFH of all the merger simulations run with the mechanical BH feedback model and without the additional X-ray radiative
feedback. The star formation histories of the merger simulations demonstrate that sharp quenching is only achieved in particular circum-
stances: progenitor galaxies with similar mass, approaching each other in either prograde-prograde or retrograde-prograde orbits. Neither
unequal-mass merger nor retrograde-retrograde merger can reproduce fast quenching.
unequal-mass nor retrograde-retrograde mergers can repro-
duce features completely consistent with the full range of
observed PSB galaxies, with the presence of nebular emis-
sion due to ongoing residual star formation being a key con-
straint.
5.3 Evolution of global spectral properties for a
representative merger
The previous two subsections have shown that post-
starburst features can be reproduced with specific progenitor
galaxies and certain orbits, in the presence of significant BH
feedback. We now choose one representative merger simula-
tion and focus on its evolving spectral properties. Though
the prograde-prograde orbit (G00) produces the strongest
starburst and sharpest quenching, such an orbital config-
uration with both progenitor galaxies having angular mo-
menta parallel to the orbital angular momentum is likely to
be rare in the local Universe. We therefore select the next
best G07 orbit. Similarly, mergers between two massive disc-
dominated galaxies with high gas fractions are unlikely to
be common enough to be the most representative cases. We
therefore select the Sc progenitors. In this and the following
subsections we thus focus on the 2xSc 07 simulation.
The SFH and BH accretion rate of the combined simu-
lation cube are plotted in the top panel of Figure 4, with the
three coloured vertical lines indicating the different quench-
ing stages. At the blue snapshot (t = 12.56Gyr), the SFR
starts to decrease (the quenching just begins); at the green
snapshot (t = 12.76Gyr), the SFR drops to a value that is
comparable to that before the merger; at the red snapshot
(t = 13Gyr), the SFR drops below 0.1M/yr. The dotted
grey line indicates the merger of two BHs at t = 12.53Gyr,
which is considered as the formation point of the merger
remnant.
The central and lower panels of Figure 4 show the evo-
lution of the simulated galaxies in spectral index space, inte-
grating the entire spectrum of both galaxies. The simulated
galaxy starts from within the blue cloud in both index spaces
at the beginning of the simulation, with the first encounter
causing a very small change in the spectral indices. Dur-
ing the starburst we observe very strong Hα emission and
weak 4000A˚ break strength (PC1) due to significant con-
tribution to the spectrum from O and B-type stars. The
Balmer absorption lines remain strong in starburst galaxies,
due to the large number of A and F-type stars formed which
are only partially outshone by the O and B stars. However,
this translates into a low PC2 as the Balmer absorption line
strength is slightly weaker than expected when compared
to normal star-forming galaxies. As the star formation de-
clines below its initial level, the remnant quickly moves into
the PSB region in both spectral index spaces, ending up
on the red sequence. The remnant galaxy can be found in
the PCA-defined PSB region consistently from from 12.74
to 13.22 Gyr, while it is found less consistently in the Hα-
defined PSB region between 12.92 and 13.16 Gyr.
While the stellar continuum based PCA indices show
a stable evolution with time, the Hα emission line strength
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Figure 4. The evolution of the global SFH and spectral prop-
erties in the 2xSc 07 simulation. The blue, green and red
dashed vertical lines and circles indicate the snapshots of different
quenching stages (t = 12.56, 12.76, and 13.08 Gyr respectively).
The grey dotted line indicates the time of BH coalescence. Top:
the star formation history (black) and BH accretion rate (pur-
ple). Centre: the evolution of the simulated galaxy spectrum in
Balmer absorption vs. Hα emission strength. Each cross repre-
sents a simulation snapshot spaced every 2×107 years, with colour
from blue to red indicating the progression of time over 3 Gyr with
the colour scale given at the bottom of the figure. Bottom: the
evolution of the simulated galaxy spectrum in the PCA space.
fluctuates significantly during the PSB phase. The purple
line in the top panel of Figure 4 shows the smoothed BHAR
averaged over 20 Myr, which fluctuates substantially with
peaks in BHAR followed by dips in the SFR. We therefore
suggest that the fluctuating BH feedback strength causes
the galaxy to shift in and out of the Hα-defined PSB region
even after entering the PSB phase at t ∼ 12.92Gyr.
In general for our simulations, we find that the PCA is a
more reliable identifier of PSB galaxies. The very strong fluc-
tuations in the Hα EW will cause an emission line-selected
sample to be incomplete, even before the loss of objects from
the sample due to narrow line emission from the AGN. How-
ever, we note that some observed PSB galaxies selected using
the traditional nebular emission based method are not se-
lected with the PCA, in particular the examples presented
in Figure 1. We will return to this point in the discussion
section below.
5.4 Evolution of radial gradients in spectral
properties
To analyse the spatial properties of the PSB remnant in
2xSc 07 simulation, we create datacubes for the snapshots
between t = 12.56Gyr, and t = 13.08Gyr, from the early
quenching stage to the late quenching (i.e. the time range
between the blue and red lines in the top panel of Figure 4).
To simplify the analysis we bin the spectra in the mock dat-
acubes according to their distance to the galaxy centre, in
annuli of 0–1 kpc, 1–2 kpc, 2–3 kpc, and 3–4 kpc respec-
tively, and calculate the spectral indices from the binned
spectra. The evolution in the radial gradients of the spectral
indices are plotted in Figure 5. As the Hα emission line is
very sensitive to the fluctuating residual SFR in the post-
merger galaxies, the radial gradient in Hα-HδA fluctuates
substantially with time during the PSB phase. There is a
very strong radial gradient in the Balmer absorption lines at
all snapshots, with the central region showing the strongest
Balmer absorption lines. In all but a few snapshots, the cen-
tral region also shows the strongest nebular emission lines.
In PCA space the evolution is more stable with time, evolv-
ing rapidly from a positive to negative gradient, with the
galaxy entering the fiducial selection box at the same time
for all radii. In both spectral index figures, only the inner
regions of the galaxy are clearly identified as post-starburst.
The ability of the simulation to reproduce the very dif-
ferent radial gradients observed in different PSB galaxies
shown in Figure 1 suggests that the difference in observed
gradients may simply be due to the time at which we catch
the galaxy following coalescence. In Section 2 we noted that
the radial gradients could be produced by a single co-eval
burst which was stronger in the central regions, or a star-
burst that has progressed from outside-in. However, simple
toy models are unable to distinguish between these two hy-
potheses (Weaver et al. in prep.). In Figure 6 we show the
star formation history of the different radial annuli, taken
from the final snapshot shown in Figure 5 with t = 13.08Gyr.
The star formation rates peak at roughly the same time at
all the radii but the burst is both stronger and more pro-
longed at the galaxy centre i.e. a combination of the co-eval
starburst and the outside-in starburst hypothesese. While
the peaks of the star formation are co-eval, the star forma-
tion is quenched in the outer regions more quickly than in
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Figure 5. The radial gradients in spectral indices for simulation
2xSc 07 between t = 12.56 and 13.08Gyr (i.e. the time range be-
tween the blue and red lines in the top panel of Figure 4). The
spectra are integrated within circular annuli of radius 0–1, 1–2,
2–3, and 3–4 kpc respectively, shown by small to large dots re-
spectively. The colour of the lines indicates the simulation time
as given by the colour bar on the right. Note that in the 2xSc 07
simulation, the BHs merge at t ∼ 12.53Gyr. Top: the evolution
of the radial gradient in Hα emission line equivalent width vs.
Balmer absorption line strength. Bottom: the evolution of the
radial gradient in the PC stellar continuum indices.
the inner regions, presumably due to the rapid gas flows
continuing to feed the central regions.
5.5 Spectral index maps
For completeness, we present the 2D maps of one snapshot of
merger 2xSc 07 in Figure 7. The snapshot was chosen for the
maximal strength of its post-starburst spectral features. We
see that the spatial distributions of the spectral indices are
entirely smooth, with very little residual structure remaining
following the catastrophic event that caused them.
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Figure 6. The star formation history in different radial annuli
of the galaxy, looking back from t = 13.08Gyr, where the SFR
decays below 0.1M/yr . The dashed lines are as in Figure 4. The
star formation rates peak at roughly the same time at all radii
but the burst is significantly stronger and more prolonged in the
galaxy centre.
6 DISCUSSION
A better model of the physical mechanisms responsible for
creating post-starburst galaxies may help to improve our
understanding of how and why star formation completely
quenches in galaxies throughout cosmic time. Through a
careful comparison of real observations from state-of-the-art
IFU surveys and mock observations from advanced simu-
lations, we hope to be able to constrain the external and
internal processes responsible for quenching star formation.
The galaxy merger simulations presented in this pa-
per were designed to reproduce low redshift central post-
starburst galaxies, where there is significant evidence that
major mergers are the only plausible mechanism for the cre-
ation of the strongest spectral features and the high fraction
of morphological disturbance (see Section 1). However we
have shown that with the galaxy merger simulations pre-
sented here it is difficult to create a sharp enough quenching
event that leads to both the strong Balmer absorption lines
and the complete absence of nebular emission lines due to
ongoing star formation. While the strong gas inflow is re-
quired to drive the starburst, it is hard to completely shut
off the star formation in the centre of the merger remnant
without very significant BH feedback, for which there is lim-
ited evidence for galaxies in the very local Universe (Fabian
2012). Whether this is due to the limited size of our simu-
lation set, or limitations in the sub-resolution physics of the
models is unclear. Comparison with a full cosmological hy-
drodynamical simulation would address the former concern,
however the latter is much more difficult to tackle: the simu-
lations presented here use very similar recipes to the EAGLE
simulation, and most of the currently available simulations
do not differ significantly in any of the key feedback aspects.
One obvious concern is the observed presence of cold
gas in a large fraction of PSBs which appears to have very
low star formation efficiencies (Rowlands et al. 2015; French
et al. 2015; Smercina et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019). For simula-
tions that assume a Kennicutt-Schmidt style star formation
law, cold gas forms stars, without any exceptions. Improved
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Figure 7. Spatially resolved maps of the key spectral indices used in this paper, for a single snapshot of simulation 2xSc 07 chosen for
its strong gradient in PC1/2 and minimal ongoing star formation leading to a flat gradient in W(Hα). On the right we reproduce the
radially averaged gradients, colour coded by distance from the centre of the galaxy.
recipes for treating the detailed sub-resolution physics of the
ISM in these unusual galaxies may thus be required.
Our results clearly disagree with the conclusions of Sny-
der et al. (2011) and Wild et al. (2009): with the improved
simulation resolution and sub-resolution physics recipes we
find that stellar feedback is only able to cause the initial
decline of SFR needed to halt the starburst. Without BH
feedback the galaxies return to the blue-cloud or green val-
ley, but cannot further quench the star formation to become
entirely quiescent.
This leads us to the question of whether rapid quench-
ing is related to mergers at all. While it is hard to envisage
an alternative scenario in the local Universe, the higher gas
mass fractions of galaxies at higher redshift may provide
the fuel needed for galaxy wide starbursts, without the need
for strong centralised inflows which are difficult to halt. Ro-
dr´ıguez Montero et al. (2019) used the SIMBA cosmological
simulations to show that in most cases the quenching of the
galaxy was not related to a recent major merger, over a
wide range of cosmic time. A key additional constraint not
investigated here is the morphologies of the remnants: highly
compact at high redshift (Yano et al. 2016; Almaini et al.
2017) and tidally disturbed at low redshift (e.g. Zabludoff
et al. 1996; Yang et al. 2008; Pracy et al. 2009). Pawlik et al.
(2018) carried out a first look at the morphological asymme-
tries of mock images created from very similar simulations to
those used in this paper, finding them to decay very rapidly
at SDSS-like image depths. Further progress may be possible
with deeper imaging datasets, such as will become available
in the near future with the Large Synoptic Sky Telescope
(LSST).
With the advent of IFU datasets, the differing radial
gradients in the spectral indices of PSB galaxies have become
apparent (Pracy et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2019). A negative
gradient in the Hδ absorption line strength (i.e. stronger ab-
sorption in the centre) as seen in the vast majority of central
PSBs (Chen et al. 2019), has commonly been suggested to
be an indication of a merger origin due to the gas inflows
leading to an excess of A and F stars in the centre. This has
been borne out by merger simulations, including those pre-
sented here (Bekki et al. 2005; Snyder et al. 2011). Galaxies
with PSB spectral features only in their outskirts (so-called
‘ring’ PSBs) are not produced at all by our suite of sim-
ulations, and are more likely caused by external processes
which have disrupted the outer disc star formation (Owers
et al. 2019). Interestingly, by decoupling the excess Balmer
absorption from the past averaged star formation rate, the
radial gradients in PCA spectral index space show an in-
triguing feature, starting out positive, flattening and then
becoming increasingly negative with time. This should pro-
vide an excellent way to measure the age of PSB galaxies,
independent of obtaining precise star formation histories,
and suggests that the three different gradients observed in
MaNGA galaxies in Section 2 could well be caused by the
same physical process caught at different observed times.
Throughout this paper, we have combined the analysis
of two very different spectral index spaces: the equivalent
widths of the Hα emission line and Balmer absorption lines,
and the PCA indices of Wild et al. (2007) which focus on
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the stellar continuum alone. The sensitivity of the Hα emis-
sion line to residual ongoing star formation, which in our
simulations fluctuates wildly dependent on the fluctuating
BH feedback strength, provides a natural explanation for
the much larger number of PCA-selected PSBs than tradi-
tional selection (Pawlik et al. 2019). As stated previously, the
PCA selection is insensitive to a small amount of residual
star formation, which provides an important complementary
and more inclusive approach to PSB selection. However, it
is evident from Figure 1 that the PCA-selection does not
identify all observed PSBs, with 2/3 of the example MaNGA
PSBs selected using the traditional method falling outside
the PCA PSB region. According to their gradients in PC
space, these are likely younger objects, where the Balmer
absorption has not yet had time to strengthen and 4000A˚
break strength to increase sufficiently for PCA selection (i.e.
the PCA selection box as used in this paper selects only older
PSBs, as noted already previously in Wild et al. (2010)). The
two objects with slightly positive or flat gradients in PC1/2
highlight yet another discrepancy with the simulated merg-
ers: the star formation must have been quenched incredibly
rapidly for these to be identified as PSBs through their lack
of Hα, and such rapid quenching of Hα is never observed
in our simulations. This would require an immediate impact
of the BH feedback, which as we see from the top panel of
Figure 4 takes a little while to get going following the coales-
cence of the BHs. This again suggests an important missing
ingredient to the sub-resolution star formation recipes in
these simulations.
Finally, we note that the radial gradients in the spec-
tral indices are caused by a stronger, longer duration star-
burst occurring in the central regions of the galaxy. The
starburst in the outer regions happens co-evally with that in
the centre, i.e. not supporting either inside-out nor outside-
in growth scenarios. The quenching occurs first in the outer
regions, however, supporting outside-in quenching for these
extreme galaxies.
7 SUMMARY
We use Gadget-3 to run a set of binary merger simulations
with different black hole feedback models, progenitor galax-
ies, and orbits. We develop the SEDMorph code to build
mock SDSS-like spectra for the simulated galaxy, by combin-
ing the star formation history and metallicity of each parti-
cle with stellar population synthesis models. We create mock
datacubes following the MaNGA observational strategy in-
cluding a PSF and dithering pattern. The spatial distribu-
tion of Hα emission, Balmer absorption lines, and stellar
continuum shape indices are investigated in the post-merger
galaxies, to diagnose recent and ongoing star formation.
A summary of our findings is as follow:
• To create mock MaNGA datacubes we found it was
necessary to strictly follow the MaNGA observation strat-
egy. Short cuts such as gridding data directly, or convolving
with the PSF after data gridding produces significant resid-
uals or larger computational resources compared to a full
treatment.
• To completely shut down the star formation in our
model PSB galaxies, mechanical AGN feedback is required
to expel the gas from the galaxy, while the more traditional
thermal feedback BH model is not sufficiently efficient.
• The star formation histories of the merger simulations
demonstrate that sharp quenching leading to PSB-like rem-
nants is only achieved in particular circumstances: progen-
itor galaxies with similar mass, approaching each other in
either prograde-prograde or retrograde-prograde orbits. Nei-
ther unequal-mass mergers nor retrograde-retrograde merg-
ers lead to quenching that is significant or rapid enough to
lead to PSB spectral features.
• The traditional PSB selection method, which identifies
PSB galaxies via their absence of nebular emission lines as
well as strong Balmer absorption lines, is highly sensitive to
the complete shut down in star formation, which in turn ap-
pears to be sensitive to the accretion rate of the BH shortly
before the time of observation. A stellar continuum based
method, such as the PCA method used here, is much less
sensitive to rapid fluctuations in the SFR of the galaxy and
therefore is likely to lead to more complete samples.
• However, two of the three example MaNGA galaxies
presented in this paper are not selected by the PCA method
as their Hα emission has shut off before the Balmer ab-
sorption lines are strong enough to be identified cleanly by
the PCA. Such a rapid shut off in star formation following
the starburst is not found in any of our merger simulations.
Combined with the fact that many PSBs are known to have
cold gas that is not forming stars efficiently, points to a miss-
ing ingredient in the sub-resolution star formation recipes
employed in these simulations.
• In agreement with previous work, the simulated post-
starburst galaxies show a strong radial gradient in the
Balmer absorption line strength, with stronger absorption
in the inner region, as seen in the majority of local PSB
galaxies where the integrated light is dominated by the cen-
tral PSB region. This appears to be a defining feature of
merger-origin PSBs, caused by the inflow of gas to the cen-
tral regions.
• In PCA space an evolution in the radial gradient be-
comes apparent, that is masked by traditional methods using
nebular emission lines due to their sensitivity to fluctuations
in ongoing star formation. This indicates that the range of
gradients observed in MaNGA PSB galaxies is simply due
to different times of observation rather than different under-
lying processes.
• Our simulations show that the galaxies undergo a sin-
gle co-eval burst which was stronger and longer lived in
the central regions. This does not support either inside-out
or outside-in growth during the star-formation episode, but
rather outside-in quenching.
Clearly much more remains to be understood about the
formation of PSB galaxies, with this paper raising ques-
tions about the effectiveness of the implementations of BH
feedback in the current generation of hydrodynamic simula-
tions. Comparison with cosmological simulations may help
us to understand the range of different orbits and gas prop-
erties as a function of stellar mass and epoch; however they
are still fundamentally limited by resolution as well as the
employed sub-resolution star formation and stellar feedback
recipes. Observationally, further progress on understanding
the causes of both the starburst and final quenching in PSB
galaxies may come from combining the analysis of radial
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gradients in spectral indices with the morphology in deep
imaging data, or stellar kinematics from high quality IFU
data.
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APPENDIX A: COMPARING DIFFERENT
DATACUBE CREATION METHODS
We explored several different algorithms for the creation of
a mock datacube. Here we justify why it is necessary to
run the full procedure that correctly accounts for the seeing
and observed dithering pattern. The methods that we are
comparing are:
(i) use circular fibres, apply the seeing (atmospheric) PSF
to the mock galaxy, apply the dither pattern, and subse-
quently sample the spectra onto a regularly gridded dat-
acube (this is the method described in Section 4.2);
(ii) as method (i), but only convolve the spectra with the
seeing after creation of the regularly gridded datacube;
(iii) directly sample the galaxy onto a regular square grid,
and apply the PSF after creation of the datacube. The PSF
for this method consists of the MaNGA reconstructed PSF
kernel (recPSF ), while for the above two methods, the PSF
consists of the seeing at the focal plane only.
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Figure A1. Comparison of different data cube creation methods to turn a mock galaxy into a mock IFU observation. The mock galaxy
(top left) has a Sersic light profile with n = 4 and effective radius of Re = 1.5 kpc. All the panels here are 10× 10 kpc, displaying the mock
galaxy up to ∼ 3Re . The centre of the galaxies is marked by a red star in the lower panels. The panels are described in detail in the text.
The top row shows the mock galaxies with different PSFs as well as the reconstructed image methods that we use in our paper. The
middle row shows reconstructed images using the alternative methods described in this appendix. The bottom row shows the comparison
between these alternative reconstruction methods and the one we used in our paper.
(iv) as method (iii), but convolve the spectra with the
recPSF before creation of the regularly gridded datacube.
This method is computationally more demanding than
method (iii), but also more realistic.
We first create a mock galaxy with a Sersic profile light
distribution with n = 4, effective radius of Re = 1.5 kpc,
and intensity at the effective radius of Ie = 109 L/kpc2.
The mock IFUs cover an area of 10 × 10 kpc2, up to ∼ 3Re
of the model galaxy. The mock galaxy is shown in the top
row of Figure A1, convolved with a typical g-band seeing
for the SDSS observatory in the top left panel and con-
volved with the median g-band effective reconstructed PSF
(recPSF ) kernel (Yan et al. 2016) for the MaNGA survey
in the top middle panel. Note that the recPSF is more ex-
tended than the seeing PSF because it is the result of the
convolution of the Gaussian seeing kernel with the top-hat
fibre response function. Our full simulated cube is then re-
constructed following method (i), which strictly follows the
MaNGA observation strategy. This image is shown in the
top right of Figure A1. We also reconstruct the image using
method (ii) and show the result in the centre-left panel in
Figure A1. Finally, we reconstruct the image using meth-
ods (iii) and (iv), and the resulting images are shown in the
centre-middle and centre-right panels, respectively.
In the bottom row of Figure A1 we compare the dif-
ferent methods by showing residuals as indicated. The left
panel shows a comparison of method (iii) and (iv), and we
conclude that these methods only deviate at the few percent
level. The central panel compares method (iii) and (i), which
again shows that these methods deliver similar results, with
residuals mostly below 5 percent. The benefit of applying
the seeing first using the RSS method (method i) is demon-
strated in the right panel, with residuals between method
(i) and (ii) at the level of 10%. The application of the seeing
after the RSS cube construction results in a total flux loss of
∼10%, depending on the exact position of the galaxy centre
compared to the IFU centre.
In Figure A2 we shift the position of the centres of the
IFUs slightly relative to the galaxy centre such that the
galaxy centre falls in the region covered by all 3 circular
fibres in the dithered MaNGA observations. Method (iii)
again produces a similar result compared to the standard
RSS method (i). With the RSS method, we find a total flux
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gain of 5% when the seeing is applied after (method ii),
rather than before the RSS cube creation (method i).
We exclude method (ii) of applying the seeing after the
RSS cube as it does not reproduce the MaNGA observa-
tions. Using square fibres (methods iii and iv) seems to be
acceptable as most pixels have a difference less than 5%.
However, the square fibre process is more computationally
expensive because it needs to create spectra for every pixel.
For a 127-fibre IFU, the standard RSS method (i) creates
only 381 spectra in total (127 fibre × 3 dithers).The 127-
fibre IFU covers a hexagon region with a side width of 12′′.
For a pixel size of 0.5′′× 0.5′′as in MaNGA, this region con-
tains ∼1492 pixels. Therefore, 1492 spectra are required in
the square fibre process to reach the same coverage, which
is ∼4 times of that in the standard RSS method. Though
the square fibre approaches save the dithering and the data-
gridding steps and are faster when creating a single spectra,
it is still 3 times more computationally expensive compared
to the RSS approach used in this paper. We therefore settled
on method (i) for the datacube reconstruction method used
in this paper.
APPENDIX B: PARAMETERS FOR THE
MERGER SIMULATIONS
We run 18 equal-mass and 9 unequal-mass merger simula-
tions each with 3 different orbits, giving 27 merger simula-
tions summarised in Table B1.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure A2. Same as the bottom row of Figure A1 but the centres of the IFUs are slightly offset from the galaxy centre. In this case,
the galaxy centre (red star) falls at the position that is always covered by the circular fibres at all three dithered exposures.
Table B1. Parameters for the merger simulations, where i is the inclination relative to the orbit plane, ω is the argument of the orbits’
pericentre, rsep is the initial separation in kpc and rp is the pericentre distance in kpc
Equal-mass mergers
Simulation First galaxy Second galaxy Orbit i1 i2 ω1 ω2 rsep rp
2xSa 00 Sa Sa G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
2xSa 07 Sa Sa G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦
2xSa 13 Sa Sa G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
2xSc 00 Sc Sc G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
2xSc 07 Sc Sc G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦
2xSc 13 Sc Sc G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
2xSd 00 Sd Sd G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
2xSd 07 Sd Sd G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦
2xSd 13 Sd Sd G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
225 7.6
Sa Sc 00 Sa Sc G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
Sa Sc 07 Sa Sc G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦
Sa Sc 13 Sa Sc G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
Sa Sd 00 Sa Sd G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
Sa Sd 07 Sa Sd G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦
Sa Sd 13 Sa Sd G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
Sc Sd 00 Sa Sd G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
Sc Sd 07 Sa Sd G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦
Sc Sd 13 Sa Sd G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
Unequal-mass (3:1) mergers
Simulation First galaxy Second galaxy Orbit i1 i2 ω1 ω2 rsep rp
Sa Scp3 00 Sa Scp3 G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
Sa Scp3 07 Sa Scp3 G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦
Sa Scp3 13 Sa Scp3 G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
Sc Scp3 00 Sc Scp3 G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
Sc Scp3 07 Sc Scp3 G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦ 135.5 6.5
Sc Scp3 13 Sc Scp3 G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
Sd Scp3 00 Sd Scp3 G00 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦
Sd Scp3 07 Sd Scp3 G07 −109◦ 71◦ −60◦ −30◦
Sd Scp3 13 Sd Scp3 G13 −109◦ 180◦ 60◦ 0◦
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